-Part2 CA USE and EFFECT ofthe STATE'S RETALLlATlON
A MOCK TRIAL WITH TRUMPED UP EVIDENCE DESCRIBED
Robert .Peernock, as a State of California 'inspector' for the :Department of Water
Resources, exposed massive corruption on State contracts costing the taxpayers
billions of dollars each year due to organized racketeering, kick-backs, bid rigging,
fraud and the like, all involving high level State Officials including the Governor's

Office. The Governor then fired the Auditor General who had published a report
based on and confirming Mr. Peernock's exposures.

After all sorts of retaliation was taken against Mr. Peernock, including 6 murder

attempts against him and his family, and numerous attempts to prosecute bim on
fabricated, trumped-up charges to discredit him, he sued the State, the Governor,
State Officials, and Police Officers working under the command of Prosecutor
Jenkins.

After proving six murder attempts against him, and proving the organized racketeering on contracts, the State of California paid damages, and their representatives
signed statements that the State would ~ retaliation against Mr. Peernock, his
family and witnesses for

~'blowing the

whistle" on this organized racketeering.
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U·owal'd Schwab worked for the Attomey General and defended the State against
these very charges of organized corruption, kick-backs and the like on contracts.
Now Schwab lost, but was made a judge at the North valley Com1 for his loyalty in
his attempts to cover-up for this organized corruption and murder attempts against
Mr" Peemock.

The State Officials, in violation of their signed statements, continued to retaliate
against Mr. Peernock who was giving evidence to the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) on this massive corruption on State contracts and was writing a
book on this massive corruption - based on his court cases LA-CE-16S et seq. - and
also filed more lawsuits against this racketeering gl"OUP at the North Valley Court.
Mr. Peernock was now dangerous!

On July 22,1987, 'Foothill Detective Steve Fisk, working under the command of
Prosecutor Jenkins, set-up the murder ofM.... Peernock's wife, Claire, just a few
minutes from the detective's office. The car that Claire was in was cut-off and run
into a pole. Shortly thereafter at the cl"3sh scene, Claire was beaten to deatb and his
older daughter,N:ltaslta, was also badly beaten by a felon lIamed Dozier, and a
contractor named Nelson.

Dozier is a felon with over 14 arrests. many fOl" assaults on women and other crimes.
Nelson is a contractor with many State, County and Cities' contracts. Felon Dozier
was working for Detective Steve Fish. as Fisk's informant, and was also working for
Victoria Doom, a former co-worker of Fisk. Dozier was also working for Schwab.
Doom is a former co-worker of Prosecutor Jenkins; and, was also the former law
clcl"k of Judges Scbwab, Rimermllll, Major etc. All of these people identified herein
are of close working relationships witb one another.

Doorn's history was working for the Judges as a law clerk and specializing in
stealing private citizens' houses, bank accounts and businesses. Doom also set up a
real estate compan)' so Doom and the Judges could launder the houses they
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"illegally" stole from people with their racketeering scams - in complete violation of
the Firth Amendment and racl(eteering laws. Besides their scams, with LAPD
Detectives Von Villas and Ford and other corrupt LAPD detectives, of taking out
life insunmees
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people, killing tbem, framing spouses or relatives and collecting

the insurances, Doom and the Judges were conspiring and using DeS to steal
children and then extOl'Hug houses and money from the parents for return of t.heir
children. And Uoom was given Mr. Peernock's bank accounts, his houses and
business properties, "illegally" stolen by the Judges - who made Mr. Peernock
civilly dead in violation of "all laws" and "all guaranteed" U.S. Constitutional
Rights - immediately after they killed Claire. And Schwab and his North valley
Court Judges conspired with all their eolle..'lgue Judges to cove.' up this racketeering

sum.
MI'. Peernock's wife was beaten to death just a short distance from both "Detective
Stevc Fisl{'s police office building, the Foothill Division, and the adjacent North
Valley Court where M-r. Peernock had lawsuits pending against both the State
Officials and these police officers fOI' their ongoing retaliation already proven by the
previous court C;ISes won by M.r. Peerllock.

RobertPeernock's I8-year old daughter, Natasha, was also in the car with her
mother, Claire, when their car was cut-ofT and driven into the pole at 3:30AM on
July 22,1987. Natasha was also severely beaten by felon "Dozier and contractor
Nelson.

It is most important to note here that Natasha made spontaneous statements to

Police Officer Warschaw and then to hospital personnel, and then to an investigator
only a short time after she was beaten and regained consciousness, that she and
Claire had left their home - 24 miles away - at 10:30PM and then met some guys.
Dozier and Nelson were those guys and were observed by witnesses cutting-ofT their
car, and were then observed sabotaging the car aftci' causing the crash.
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Detective Steve Fisk, in complete contradiction to the physical facts and witnesses.,
and what Natasha had spontaneously stated to the Police Officers, hospital
personnel and the investigator, among other factors, used a story - which he had
made up months earlier - in which he blamed Robert Peemock for this murder that
had been carried out io all actuality by Dozier and Nelsoo, who worked for Fisk,

Doom and Schwab. (ROBERT PEERNOCK WAS NOT AT THE SCENE OF THE
CRASH AND MURDER AT ANY TIME - PER UNDISPUTED EVIDENCE).

Detective Fisk made-up this false story blaming Robert Peernock by claiming he got
a (what was a fraudulentl statement from Natasha at the time Natasha was recovering from head surgery the previous day - in tbe region which affects memory - and
was under beavy sedation. During this timeframe that he seJected in his fabricated
story, it was physically impossible for Natasba to have told Fisk anything because of.
tbe operation to her bead the previous day. But Fisk had to have this fabricated
story as authorization-of-facts for his seizure warrants in order to steal all of Robert
Peernock's bank accounts, his three houses, and his business income producing
properties which was then shared with Doom and the Judges.

Dr. Shapiro, who operated on Natasba'! head in the region that affects memoryafter Natasha gave her "spontaneous" statements before Fisk could isolate and
completely control her - conveniently and mysteriously died.

Investigator T. Gutierrez died just a sbort time after filing his declaration in court
Also witness Earl Reeves died just a few days after fding his declaration in coult
These deaths were just a few days apart.

After the surgery to Natasha's bead and her hospital release, Fisk kept her isolated
from all her family, subjected her to drugs while he then subjected her to constant
brainwashing to program ber to repeat the false story Fisk made-up as their murder
cover-up. And it wasn't until several weeks after the operation to bel' head that
Fisk was able to force Natasha to repeat his false stOry - which Fisk typed-up the
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day of the murder before he even saw Natasha at the hospital the next day - and
which was contradicted by all the physical facts and by many witnesses. Fisk made
up tbis story months earlier and based it on a "face mask" for Mr. Peernock's
CPAP breathing macbine and a note Mr. Peernock wrote eigbt (8) months earlier.

Immediately after Fisk returned to his office after leaving the crime scene, Fisk
phoned Nelson (as Fisk's phone records prove) telling him to send the more than 20
insurance policies - which Nelson was keeping on Claire in his files - to Doom so
they could coUect. (This was the same scam that Fisk's buddy detectives, Von Villas
and Ford were convicted of.) And this murder scene Ileal" Fisk's Foothill Division
had been used as a crime scene numerous times by Fisk and his buddy detectives.
The LAPD detectives have been relleatedly exposed for using made-up stories to
frame innocent people that they target and have been determined to be organized
crime for their "pattern and practice" of framing innocent people and are under a
"Consent Decree" because they have been determined by the U.S. Justice
Department and Federal Court to be organized crime.)

Immediately after murdering M.r. Peernock's wife, Claire, Fisk had Peernock's 11year old daughter, Tania, arrested - with the bogus an'est warrant based on Fisk's
trumped-up story - and placed Tania with Nelson who had, with Dozier, murdered
her mother. This was accomplished so that they could use Tania's name to collect
on over 20 insurance policies that Nelson was keeping in his liIes on Claire before
they killed her. Forcibly arresting a crying, screaming lJ-year old girl and placing
ber with a non-related stranger. Nelson, not being related in any way, was clearly
against the law. Her relatives at all times were ready and willing to care for her.

These are both Civil Rights and "Human Rights" violations, using Gestapo tactics
by a corrupt State involved in racketeering - stealing taxpayers' monies by corruption on State contracts.
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Tania cried and screamed that she wanted to remain with her father during her
forcible kidnapping. But the mentally ill Fisk and the State then subjected Tania to
years of brainwashing, this by many psychologists paid by the State to destroy
Tania's mind; thus, to get her to repeat anything she was told. These psychologists
told Tania, over and over again, that no one wanted her, that she was alone, and
that she was completely dependent on the Nelsons - who were subjecting her to
physical abuse. The psychologists repeatedly lied to her, for her relatives, her
grandparents and her aunt at all times wanted her, but the State kept her a captive,
telling her repeated lies to destroy her mind, the same as they did to her older sister,
Natasha.

Numerous complaints by neighbors were fLIed against tbe Nelsons for child abuse.
These complaints were covered-up by Judge Schwab and collaborating State judges,
and tbose documents filed in the Court were deliberately destroyed and/or falsified
as a cover-up for the Nelsons' child abuse.

Please note that at tbe Adjudication Trial,Mr. Peernock was permitted to defend
himself and thus destroyed the false story tbat the mentally ill Detective Fisk madeup and forced Natasba to repeat. The Adjudication Court made a "Finding" that
the stOry was untrue, and dismissed the entire testimony as untrue. This established
res judicata - the law of the case. The prosecutors did not appeal the Adjudication
Court's "Finding". The State, however, removed the judge from the case because
he found that Fisk's story was a lie.

Because Mr. Peernock, acting as his own attorney, destroyed Fisk's made-up story,
he was denied his Sixth Amendment Constitutional Right to represent himself in the
~~illegaJ" second

follow-on criminal trial. For four years, in violation of his speedy

trial rights - and aJthough Fisk's story was already proven untrue, Robert Peernock
was kept falsely imprisoned, and also while a mock trial was held at the North
Valley Court in July, 1991. (This was a violation of uDouble Jeopardy" Clause of
the Fifth Amendment.)

I1

Judge Schwab - who defended the State against Mr.

Peernock~s lawsuits

- in a con-

spiracy with collaborating judges Major, Rimerman, Schacter, etc., Detective Fisk,
Jenkin's prosecutors, Doom (their former law clerk) etc., deliberately violated all of
Mr. Peemock's U.S. Constitutional Rights and blocked all defense at this mock

criminal court trial all over a four year time frame after falsely imprisoning Mr.
Peernock with a bogus arrest warrant.

Now not only did the Adjudication Court dismiss Fisk's story as untrue - aftel· four
days of constant impeachment - but Judge Schwab, himself had to rule in his own
criminal trial, that the statement that Fisk claimed he obtained from Natasha on
July 23, 1987 ~ and used for the arrest warrant and all the seizure warrants~ ~
made up by Fisk - because Natasha was incapable of telling Fisk anything at that
time.

Judge Rimerman, in collaboration with Judge Schwab, ordered all of Robert
Peernock's money and property to Doom~ who then shared the more than 1.5million dollars and the business income producing properties and the over 20 life
insurances that Nelson was keeping on Claire with Schwab,Major, Rimerman,Fisk,
Jenkins and Nelson. Mr. Peernock was denied his Constitutional rights to use any
of his own money for his defense, to prove his innocence, and to establish proof as to
who murdered his wife.

Detective Fisk, with the prosecutors, deliberately destroyed clear exculpatory
evidence that proved Fisk's story as being made-up and which proved Mr.
Peernock's innocence, by maliciously destroying the following:
.:. The body of Claire was destroyed to prevent sexual assault specimens from
being taken so Fisk could cover-up for Dozier and Nelson•
•:. The car (Cadillac) in which Claire was beaten to death was immediately
destroyed to eliminate fingerprints of Dozier and Nelson under the car and in
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the trunk, and to destroy the paint scrapes from Dozier's car when it Cllt ofT
the Cadillac t etc.
•:. The rag which was found hot in the trunk at 4:57 a.m. which established that
the sabotage had taken place just 10-15 minutes before 4:57 a.rn..
(The Appellate Judge round as a ract that the sabotage took place 10-15
minutes before 4:57 a.m.j and although the Appellate Judge knew that Fisk's
informant Dozier admitted that he was at the scene from 2:00 a.m. the
Appellate Judge pretended to be too incompetent to know that the informant
sabotaged the Cadillac.)
.:. The restaurant receipts, the cancelled personal check and cash register tapes
were destroyed which had proved that Mr. Peernock was in all reality 24
miles away from the scene at the time of the crash and murder, which took
place near Fiskts office.
•:. The telephone records ofthe Catala Avenue house, also proving that Mr.
Peernock remained at the house after Claire and Natasha drove away at
10:30 p.m., were also destroyed.

Many other pieces of crucial exculpatory evidencet too numerous to mention
here, were also intentionally destroyed, withheld or hidden to cover-up the
murder set-up by Fisk. Some issues are noted as follows:
01.] Without a search warrant and with a bogus arrest warrant, Fisk broke
into locked suitcases owned by Mr. Peernock and stole crucial defense
evidence which further proved Mr. Peernock's innocence and that Fisk
set·np the murder with Doom.
021 All discovery was denied Mr. Peernock by Schwab, Major and other

collaborating judges.
03} When Judge Lee, in Dependency Court, permitted some discovery, he
was immediately removed from the case.
04J Judge Gensel' was also removed from the case after he found the Fisk

story to be a lie and dismissed all the testimony as untrue.
05] Judge Stoutt, who replaced Gensel', was ordered by Judge Schwab,
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Major, Pounders, etc. to block all defense by Mr. Peernock. After
repeatedly being exposed covering up the murder by Nelson, and for
their "illegal" kidnapping of Tania, and being confronted with the
evidence that the Judges were conspiring to deny "all appeals" without
even reading the transcripts, Stoutt ~~recused" himself~ and stated that he
did not want to continue to be a part of this conspiracy against Mr.
Peernock.
061 Defense Attorney Green was bribed by Judge Schwab and Doom to

block all defense, help rig a conviction by assisting the prosecutor in the
presentation of false evidence, and to block over 40 defense witnesses and
"5 expert witnesses from testifying for the defense, and Schwab used tbe
money they stole from Mr. Peernock to bribe Attorney Green to block all
defenses.
07] These 45 defense witnesses would have conclusively proved that the
mentally

iII~

alcoholic Detective Fisk set-up the murder that was carried

out by his informant,

Dozier~ and

by Nelson.

08] In their secret sealed transcripts of February 24, 1989 (see RT A.189A.193) exposes that Judges Schwab, Major and Rimerman were bribing
each and every defense attorney on the case to block all investigations.
09] After Judge Major threatened, and then tried, but failed, to bribe
Investigator Gutierrez, the investigator was then murdered by
Fisk, in order to block evidence exposing that Dozier was working for
Doom and Fisk.
101 Witnesses who saw tbat Mr. Peernock was not at the scene at any time,

and saw that Dozier and Nelson were at the scene, and told the Police
what they saw, and also had filed declarations with the Court (which
Schwab had destroyed along with 16 taped interviews with witnesses)
were repeatedly beaten up by police, then prosecuted on trumped-up,
false charges to discourage giving their testimony and to discredit them.
111 Other witnesses, who gave tape recorded statements to defense

investigators hired by Robert Peernock's family (that established
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Peernock's innocence, and that Fisk, Doom and Schwab's accomplices
beat Claire to death after the crash) were threatened, harassed, bribed
and then coached by Fisk and Prosecutors; Richman, Springer, Jenkins,
etc., to change what they saw and instead to give perjured testimony.
12] When Fisk not only broke into Mr. Peemock's locked suitcases illegally
to steal evidence that would be crucial to the defense, be also stole
evidence to be used against him (Fisk) and his buddy detectives in the
pending lawsuit NVC 2885, filed at the North valley COllrt, before Fisk
had Mr. Peernock's wife murdered in retaliation.

131 Fisk further stole from the same locked suitcases the money ($28,000)
that Mr. Peernock had drawn from his .Q.ll'.!! bank account to hire
investigators and defense attorneys to expose the scam by Fisk. This
money then disappeared from the record, as Fisk, Doom and
collaborating judges pocketed it. Now this is armed robbeD', besides
violations of the IV and V Amendments of the U.S. Constitution.
14) Weeks before the mock trial, Judge Schwab, Prosecutor Richman and
their bribed defense attorney, Green, scheduled the trial with "NO time"
for Mr. Peernock's 45 crucial, material defense witnesses to testify. All
witnesses at the scene verified that Mr. Peernock was ""not" at the scene
at any time. Jurors were selected in part who were known friends of the
judges and prosecutors - to convince other jurors to vote for iguilty'.
15] Jurors were also selected who had their vacations scheduled immediately
after the prosecutor finished his case - the trial scheduled with no time
for the i"crucial" 45 defense witnesses to testify. With Mr. Peernock kept
in the holding cell for most of the trial, beaten each time he tried to
present evidence in his defense, and with Schwab's halting Mr.
Peernock's testimony to prevent any defense whatsoever to the jury, the
jury within a few minutes stated 4 guilty' and were excused for their
scheduled vacations. This was a complete denial of all due process and
violation of the VI Amendment to the Constitution. (This was also an
"illegal" trial; a violation ofuDouble Jeopardy", and Schwab had no
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jurisdiction to stage this second trial.)

16] The jury was made to ignore established facts that Fisk's informant was
at the scene from 2:00 a.m., was there during the crash, was there during
the murder and sabotage after the crash, and was covered with

wet~Ouid

blood at 4:38 a.m..

11] The jury also ignored the fact that Mr. Peernock was never at the scene
because Schwab and Richman withheld from them the phone records,
and restaurant receipt, and cancelled personal check, and the cash
register tape proving his confirmed absence and being 24 miles away.

18J Schwab and one or more collaborating judges threatened and then tried
to bribe a defense investigator as a stop measure from exposing that the
jury had been rigged. They followed this with getting a law passed
which effectively and completely blocks a falsely accused person from
exposing jury rigging by judges. Federal law states that to deny the
defendant access to the jury list is a denial of an absolute right which
dictates dismissal of the charges.

It is important for the reader to understand that aU of these great (federal and state)

wrongdoings has placed Mr. Peernock illegally in prison for life without parole, all
because he "blew the whistle" on corrupt State government officials. It was his
expected, patriotic duty to do so to stop billions of dollars of misused taxpayers
monies each year from continuing to he fraudulently siphoned from the State's
coffers.

But because of these officials' enormous powers - which we, the American citizens,
have given to them and which they in turn use against the citizen - they will destroy
the citizen, and their family, for exposing their corruption.
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This Summary continues for those who do not understand tbe mecbanics of how this
rigged system works. See foUowing pages commencing with Part J.
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